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NETFILE INTEGRATES WITH FPPC 87200 SYSTEM
AUTOMATES ARTICLE II REPORTING
NetFile, the industry leader and pioneer in paperless electronic filing and administration
systems for Statements of Economic Interests (FPPC Form 700) and Campaign Disclosure
(FPPC Forms 410, 450 ,460 ,461 ,465 ,470 ,496 , and 497) is pleased to announce it has fully
integrated with the new FPPC 87200 e-filing system.
This integration means you do not have to manually do anything in the FPPC system. NetFile’s
system automatically sends all your Article II required information to the FPPC. Your 87200
filers will not have to use the FPPC system. They file through the NetFile system just like they
always have and their filing automatically gets sent to the FPPC.
For Form 700 SEI paperless filings, NetFile’s system is unparalleled with features such as the
advanced public viewing portal to instantly show redacted filings online and the ability to
search across filings as well as industry exclusive mobile applications to give filers yet another
way to paperlessly file their Form 700. NetFile also has an industry exclusive pledge not to
make any contributions to any state or local campaign controlled committees. The competition
cannot make that claim.
For the record, NetFile did not provide a quote for the FPPC system because the IT department
at the FPPC specified that the software needed to be placed on the FPPC’s servers. Even
though NetFile is the largest provider of approved paperless filing systems in CA, the FPPC
would not entertain the idea of a hosted platform like NetFile. We believe that if they had, it
would have saved the FPPC tens of thousands of dollars and would have ended up with a
significantly more robust and secure system.
NetFile is a privately held corporation based in Mariposa, CA and was established in 1998.
NetFile is the originator and leader in e-filing and administration systems for both Campaign
Disclosure and Form 700 Statements of Economic Interests systems. All programming, sales,
and support are based in California so all revenue supports local and state economies.

For more information contact Tom Diebert at (559) 250-4847 or diebert@netfile.com .

